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so that students are prepared and primed for success, you must strive to keep their knowledge up to
date. follow our training recommendations to improve your flight instruction skills and our
maintenance recommendations to improve your plane maintenance skills. for more information on
how to quickly master your chosen area, please see our recommended course rotations listed below.
we’re looking forward to being your next pilot. i have been a flight instructor for more than 30 years
and have found this manual to be the most complete and highly detailed manual i have ever seen.
pilots are constantly developing and upgrading their knowledge base. i highly recommend your
manual to everyone in the aviation business. this is an excellent source of information on instrument
flying. it is most appropriate for those who have a basic knowledge of instrument flying techniques
and who have a desire to improve their knowledge. it is intended to be a dynamic text, the parts of
which can be modified as changes in instrument flying techniques and procedures are made. any
recent instrument flight procedures will be discussed. in addition, jeppesen offers a very complete
library of on-line text and video products under the jtf t-118-2 instrument flying series which are only
available to qualified pilots. the jeppesen multi-purpose training flight instructor course covers all the
basics in pilot training from preflight checks to preflight examination and written tests to
familiarization flights. this curriculum and the two courses listed above will complete your pilot
training in about 5 1/2 months. this course is designed to handle the pilot-training needs of a large
employer.
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there are two general ways in which the instructor may learn how to teach, and how to evaluate
performance. the first way is to observe and study the performance of experienced instructors. the

second method is to provide "hands-on" instruction by participating in a training program.
experience with both methods is useful. the key is that an effective pilot will have knowledge of
aeronautical theory and practice. having only experience as a pilot is not enough. the aircraft

operations and control section provides all the ground-based training in ground handling of general
aviation aircraft. this includes procedures to de-ice (if applicable), fire extinguishers, and full-fuel and

full-power taxi. students will be given the opportunity to practice standard and emergency
procedures such as turning off engines, jackknifing, extending and retracting landing gear and, in
general, all procedures related to aircraft handling during operations. we provide a wide variety of

type rating courses and differences training for your airline pilots. our combination of academics and
simulator-based training ensures usability and quality throughout our programs. if you simply need a
training device to complete your program requirements, we offer a global network of flight-training
devices and full flight simulators. a local training device is a type of static visual flight trainer, used
for pilot training, used primarily for undergraduate instruction purposes. this device is not a specific
device mandated by the faa (fars) for any type of training. there are no unique designs or controls

for any specific device but, instead, the instructors determine the best approach for their classes. for
example, in the case of the anecl flight simulator, the instructor will program the device to simulate
wind, weather, different airports, and aircraft systems. the instructor can change all aspects of the
flight environment to most closely simulate the real-world environment. while the instructor is able

to program the training mission, be it a preflight or post-flight investigation, the student assumes the
role of the student pilot. 5ec8ef588b
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